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Professional SQL Server Reporting ServicesWrox Press, 2004
SQL Server Reporting Services is a serious reporting platform that delivers real business intelligence to
knowledge workers and business decision makers. It has the ability to render reports in many different
formats and also to execute those reports on demand, cache, archive, or automatically deliver them to
users. Whether you need...
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25 Things to Make and Do in Adobe Photoshop Elements 4Adobe Press, 2005
Are your photos getting lost in the cyberspace of your hard drive? 25 Things to Make and Do in Photoshop Elements 4 shows you how to instantly arrange all your photos by date, event, place, or subject for easy viewing, and then...
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Protecting Your Library's Digital Sources: The Essential Guide to Planning and PreservationAmerican Library Association, 2004
Today libraries, archives, and organizations of every size are creating websites with digital materials that they maintain day in and day out. Some repositories are digitizing written works in the public domain and putting them on the Web and on CD-ROM (or equivalent technology) to make them accessible to the public, with the twofold aim of (1)...
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Photographers: A Sourcebook for Historical ResearchCarl Mautz Publishing, 2000
Completely revised edition, featuring Richard Rudisill's Directories of Photographers, an annotated international bibliography, and six new essays on photography research. Included are David Haynes' "how to" essay expanded to include new resources provided by the advent of the computer and the World Wide Web); Linda Ries' sequel to her...
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Special Edition Using Java 2 Standard EditionQue, 2000
Special Edition: Using Java 2 Standard Edition puts an all-inclusive tutorial on desktop Java development into your hands in one big volume. Chock-full of examples and tips, this one-stop source for learning Java will suit the needs of beginning or intermediate Java developers.
  This massive, comprehensive guide to Java,...
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Ant Developer's HandbookSams Publishing, 2002
Ant has emerged as the preferred building tool for Java developers, automating tedious compilation, test, and code management.  Many Java developers are aware of Ant but there is little documentation to assist in getting started with the Ant tool.  Even experienced developers who already use some of the features of the Ant tool, struggle with the...
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Mastering Apache Maven 3Packt Publishing, 2014

	Maven is the number one build tool used by developers for more than a decade. Maven stands out among other build tools due to its extremely extensible architecture, which is built on top of the concept "convention over configuration". This has made Maven the de-facto tool used to manage and build Java projects.
...
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File Interchange Handbook: For professional images, audio and metadataFocal Press, 2004

	The authoritative work on file formats for global film and television!

	

	The FILE INTERCHANGE HANDBOOK is a must-have reference for every film and video professional moving to computer based production and distribution. It is the only book that gives a complete scrutiny and breakdown of all file formats for...
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Apple Pro Training Series : Getting Started with AperturePeachpit Press, 2005
Welcome to Aperture, the revolutionary application for managing and editing digital photographs. Designed specifically for professional digital photographers, Aperture is an enormously powerful tool for handling some of the most time-consuming and tedious tasks of professional photography. This collection of Apple Pro Training tutorials will get...
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PHP & MySQL Everyday Apps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Includes unique object-oriented coverage!
Complete instructions for building real-world Web applications, with all code on CD     

Create six practical applications — two user login-in apps, online catalog, shopping cart, content management system, and Web forum — both in procedural and object-oriented programming....
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Professional Content Management Systems: Handling Digital Media AssetsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"For  anyone working in this industry, the book is worth having as a long-term reference." (Computing Reviews.com, September 15, 2005)
    "…the most complete work in this area…I recommend this book to students, engineers, and managers involved or interested in the handling and management of multimedia...
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Digital Filter Design Solutions (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Take advantage of the widest possible range of filtering techniques and   still keep design time to a minimum with this book and CD-ROM toolkit.   Complementing the book, this highly valuable disc contains an archive of   filter coefficients and design functions written in Matlab.     

       About the Author
   ...
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